Allosteric interactions are typically considered to proceed through a series of discrete changes in bonding interactions that alter the protein conformation. Here we show that allostery can be mediated exclusively by transmitted changes in protein motions. We have characterized the negatively cooperative binding of cAMP to the dimeric catabolite activator protein (CAP) at discrete conformational states. Binding of the first cAMP to one subunit of a CAP dimer has no effect on the conformation of the other subunit. The dynamics of the system, however, are modulated in a distinct way by the sequential ligand binding process, with the first cAMP partially enhancing and the second cAMP completely quenching protein motions. As a result, the second cAMP binding incurs a pronounced conformational entropic penalty that is entirely responsible for the observed cooperativity. The results provide strong support for the existence of purely dynamics-driven allostery.
Allosteric regulation is widely used in biological systems as an effective mechanism to control protein activity [1] [2] [3] [4] . Although numerous allosteric systems have been studied for many decades, the mechanisms that underlie the communication between distant sites and energetically couple them remain largely elusive. According to the classical 'mechanical' view, allosteric interactions are mediated by a series of discrete conformational changes that alter protein structure [5] [6] [7] . Because allostery is fundamentally thermodynamic in nature, long-range communication may be mediated not only by changes in the mean conformation (enthalpic contribution) but also by changes in the dynamic fluctuations about the mean conformation (entropic contribution) 8, 9 . The current view of allostery tends to explain the phenomenon only in pure structural terms, neglecting the important role of protein motions. At the other extreme, allosteric processes could, in theory, proceed solely through changes in protein dynamics in the absence of conformational changes 10 . Although there is increasing evidence suggesting a role of conformational dynamics in cooperative ligand-binding processes 8, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , hitherto it has not been known whether dynamic phenomena can dominate allosteric mechanisms in proteins. Here, we present direct experimental evidence that allostery can be mediated solely by changes in protein dynamics.
Typically, studies of systems showing homotropic cooperativity have focused on comparison of unliganded beginning and ligandbound end states. However, the key conformational state with the potential to provide detailed insight into the mechanisms underpinning the allosteric process is the intermediate state. These states cannot be isolated in positively cooperative proteins because the singly liganded intermediates are poorly populated. In contrast, negatively cooperative systems allow, in principle, for the isolation and characterization of intermediates states 14, 18 . We have exploited the strong negative cooperativity of cAMP binding to CAP to 'freeze' binding conformations at intermediate stages and used NMR and isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) to assess the role of structure and dynamics in allosteric cooperativity. CAP is a transcriptional activator that exists as a homodimer in solution (K d of the dimer is B0.03 nM) 19 , with each subunit comprising a ligand-binding domain at the N terminus (CAP N ; Supplementary Fig. 1 online) , which is also responsible for the dimerization of the protein, and a DNA-binding domain at the C terminus 20, 21 . Two cAMP molecules bind dimeric CAP with negative cooperativity and function as allosteric effectors by increasing the protein's affinity for DNA 20 . The distance between the phosphate groups of the two bound cAMP molecules is more than 24 Å (ref. 21); therefore, coulombic interactions cannot contribute to the negative cooperativity. cAMP likewise shows strong negative cooperativity in its interaction with the isolated dimeric CAP N (ref. 22) .
To directly characterize the changes in protein structure and dynamics as a function of the ligation state, we analyzed each of the three distinct conformational states of the dimeric CAP N (residues 1-138) along the cooperative reaction coordinate: that is, the unliganded state (apo-CAP N ), the singly liganded (intermediate) state (cAMP 1 -CAP N ) and the doubly liganded state (cAMP 2 -CAP N ). The isolation and characterization of these states allowed us to probe directly the effect induced by the binding of the first ligand molecule on the second, unliganded site. We found that binding of the first cAMP molecule has no or minimal effects on the conformation of the second binding site. Instead, a distinct change in protein motions between the two sequential cAMP binding steps results in a large difference in conformational entropy. Thermodynamic analysis confirms that the observed negative cooperativity is driven entirely by changes in entropy.
RESULTS cAMP binding to CAP N yields distinct conformational states
We have recorded 2D 1 H-15 N HSQC spectra of CAP N in three states: apo-CAP N , cAMP 1 -CAP N and cAMP 2 -CAP N (Fig. 1) . Only one set of resonances is present for both subunits of CAP N in the unliganded state, suggesting that apo-CAP N exists as a symmetric dimer with identical ligand-binding sites (Fig. 1a) . Binding of the first cAMP molecule to CAP N gives rise to the intermediate-state complex, cAMP 1 -CAP N ; because of the strong negative cooperativity, only one of the two subunits is occupied. As expected for an asymmetric dimer, the chemical shift degeneracy is lifted and two sets of resonances are observed for the two subunits of the dimer: one set identical to that observed with apo-CAP (assigned to the the unliganded subunit) and one set markedly different from that observed with apo-CAP N (assigned to the liganded subunit) (Fig. 1b and Supplementary Fig. 2 online) . Binding of the second cAMP molecule to yield the cAMP 2 -CAP N complex restores the symmetry of the protein dimer to a conformation identical to that of the liganded subunit in the cAMP 1 -CAP N complex (Fig. 1c) . Both cAMP-binding reactions are very slow on the NMR timescale.
Further analysis of the chemical shift behavior of CAP N during its sequential interaction with cAMP ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ) provides unambiguous evidence of the strong negative cooperativity, in agreement with previous biochemical data 22 . The key to discriminating between negative and positive cooperativity is to study the complex at a 1:1 stoichiometric ratio of cAMP to CAP N (dimer). If cAMP bound CAP N with positive cooperativity, two species would be present at this ratio: apo-CAP N and cAMP 2 -CAP N . As both cAMP binding steps are slow on the NMR timescale, 50% of the CAP N would remain in the apo state; that is, the resonances would not be affected by the presence of cAMP. However, this is not what we observed. The unfilled subunit at the 1:1 cAMP/CAP N ratio is clearly affected, as many residues at the interface with the liganded subunit substantially change their chemical shift ( Supplementary  Fig. 2 ). These results demonstrate that there is only one protein complex present in solution at the 1:1 cAMP/CAP N ratio, corresponding to the intermediate cAMP 1 -CAP N complex. Therefore, cAMP binds CAP with strong negative cooperativity.
Effect of sequential cAMP binding on the structure of CAP N To assess the effect on protein structure of the sequential binding of the first and second cAMP molecules to CAP N , we have used chemical shift mapping. The exquisite sensitivity of chemical shift to the environment ensures that considerable shifts would take place if changes in the mean protein conformation occurred upon ligand binding. The effect of the first cAMP binding to the liganded subunit is pronounced throughout the whole monomer, as evidenced by the observed widespread chemical shift changes (Fig. 2) . In contrast, the unliganded subunit in the cAMP 1 -CAP N complex is slightly perturbed only at its long C helix, which forms the dimer interface. None of the residues in the b-roll or the phosphatebinding cassette motif, the most conserved and important region in the protein for its interaction with cAMP, is affected. Further examination of the chemical shift behavior of CAP N during its sequential interaction with cAMP demonstrates that the effect of cAMP binding on protein structure is confined, in each step, to only the interacting subunit ( Supplementary Fig. 2) . Thus, the mean conformation of the unfilled cAMP site at the unliganded subunit of the cAMP 1 -CAP N complex is not at all affected by the presence of the first cAMP, suggesting that the contribution of the 'structural' component to the observed negative cooperativity is negligible. as a function of the cAMP ligation state, over a wide range of functionally relevant timescales, by measuring relaxation rates (Supplementary Fig. 3 online) . Slow domain motions on the micro-to millisecond (ms-ms) scale are biologically very important because they are close to the timescales on which functional processes take place, such as docking, protein folding and allosteric transitions [23] [24] [25] [26] . Upon binding of the first cAMP to CAP N , resonances for backbone residues of both subunits undergo extensive peak broadening ( Supplementary  Fig. 4 online). This indicates substantial conformational exchange, identified by the high magnitude of the term R ex (Fig. 3) . The contribution to R ex from cAMP binding and dissociation is negligible (see Supplementary Discussion and Supplementary Fig. 5 online) . Thus, the pronounced increase of R ex for almost all residues of both subunits means that the protein in the cAMP 1 -CAP N complex populates an ensemble of alternate conformations that interconvert on the ms-ms timescale. These slow motions are activated by the first cAMP binding. Notably, despite the fact that binding of the first cAMP molecule cannot induce long-range structural effects in the other subunit ( Fig. 2) , the dynamics of the system respond to the binding in a highly cooperative way, emphasizing their allosteric character. Residues of the unliganded subunit in the cAMP 1 -CAP N complex that are located as far as 35 Å from the bound cAMP (for example, Tyr23, Leu29 and Ile30) show enhanced dynamics. Moreover, the prominent conformational dynamics on the ms-ms timescale exhibited by almost all residues in cAMP 1 -CAP N are completely quenched upon binding of the second cAMP molecule to yield the cAMP 2 -CAP N complex (Fig. 3) .
Both subunits undergo the same conformational exchange To better understand the conformational process that results in such a dramatic change in slow motions of the singly liganded cAMP 1 -CAP N complex, we performed a series of relaxation dispersion experiments (Fig. 4) 27 . The additional line broadening of NMR signals (R ex ) caused by conformational exchange between the ground and an excited state depends on the sum of forward and reverse rates of interconversion (k ex ), the relative populations of the exchanging species (p A and p B ) and the chemical shifts between the exchanging species (Do) (ref. 27 ). Because the conformational exchange process is in the fastexchange limit, only k ex and the product p A p B (Do) 2 can be measured. k ex seems to be similar for most of the residues in the liganded subunit, as the majority of the residues with appreciable R ex can be fitted with k ex values ranging from 900 to 1,600 s -1 (Fig. 4a) . Therefore, it seems that most of the residues in the liganded subunit report on the same exchange process. Assuming a population of 10% (p B B0.1) for the excited state, an estimation of Do can then be made. The 15 N chemical shift difference (Do) between the two exchanging conformations may be as high as 4 p.p.m. for residues with large R ex values (B10-15 Hz), implying major structural rearrangements. If the population of the excited state (p B ) is less than 10%, then even larger Do values would be present. As in the case of the liganded subunit, k ex for most residues in the unliganded subunit can be fitted using k ex values ranging from 1,000 to 1,500 s -1 . Another, smaller group of residues in the unliganded subunit (for example, Ile106; Fig. 4b ) seem to have k ex values close to 2,000 s -1 . It is possible that these few residues are affected by another, faster process. However, considering the uncertainty, almost all residues can be considered to exchange between the sites with similar k ex . Therefore, it is very likely that all residues of the cAMP 1 -CAP N complex, both from the liganded and the unliganded subunits, report on the same conformational exchange process. This is corroborated by the observation that residues located at the dimer interface have very similar k ex values.
Effect of sequential cAMP binding on fast protein motions Next, we measured changes in motions on the pico-to nanosecond (ps-ns) timescale of the backbone of CAP N as a function of the ligation state (Fig. 5) . Motions on this fast timescale are biologically very important because of their strong effect on the entropy of the system 28, 29 . Even small changes of these motions have been shown to result in significant entropic changes capable of driving binding processes [30] [31] [32] . The conformational flexibility of CAP N on the ps-ns timescale, as indicated by the spectral density function J(0.87o H ), is illustrated in Figure 5 . Our data show that binding of the first cAMP molecule to yield the cAMP 1 -CAP N complex does not affect these motions appreciably (Fig. 5) . The effect is local and is confined within the cAMPbinding site, where only few residues rigidify their backbones. Residues 80-84 at the phosphate-binding cassette motif of the liganded subunit and 126-133 at the C terminus of the unliganded subunit are the only ones that slightly dampen their fast motions in the singly liganded complex. In contrast to the slow motions (Fig. 3) , the ps-ns dynamics of the core of the unliganded subunit are not perturbed. Notably, binding of the second cAMP molecule causes widespread stiffening of the backbone in both subunits (Fig. 5) . The extensive suppression of protein motions throughout the whole molecule attests, once again, to the allosteric nature of protein motions and their exceptional capacity to serve as a carrier of allosteric energy.
Effect of cAMP binding on the native-state ensemble
To directly probe the native-state conformational ensemble of CAP N , we measured NMR-detected hydrogen-deuterium (H/D) exchange rates of the backbone amides of CAP N as a function of the cAMP ligation state. The native-state ensemble of a protein consists of an equilibrium of conformational states, and its redistribution upon ligand binding has been suggested to impinge on cooperativity 11, 12, [33] [34] [35] . Fluctuations of the structures allow the amide sites to sample many conformations, some of which permit exchange with the solvent. Therefore, amide exchange rates can reflect dynamic motions over a wide range of timescales that are not accessible by relaxation methods. Binding of the first cAMP molecule to CAP N results in a slight decrease in exchange rates of the residues in the liganded subunit (Fig. 6) . However, the unliganded subunit remains largely unaffected. Notably, binding of the second cAMP molecule results in substantial and global decreases in exchange rates of residues in both subunits. Residues at the dimer interface show the most pronounced increase in protection from solvent, indicating optimization of the packing interactions at the interface only when both subunits are filled Thermodynamic basis of the negatively cooperative binding To determine the thermodynamic basis for the observed anticooperative binding of cAMP to CAP N , we used high-sensitivity ITC to measure the association free energy, DG, and its enthalpic and entropic components, DH and DS. The biphasic nature of the isotherm (Fig. 7) clearly points to the existence of two nonequivalent sites in CAP N with a large difference in affinity for cAMP. The difference in the free energy change between the two binding steps, DG 1 -DG 2 , is -2.8 kcal mol -1 , resulting in the second cAMP molecule binding CAP N with a 100-fold lower affinity than the first cAMP. Binding of the second cAMP is accompanied by a more favorable enthalpy change, which, in line with the chemical shift mapping results, argues against its site being distorted as a result of the first cAMP binding. In fact, the measured enthalpy change between the two binding steps (DH 1 -DH 2 ¼ +1.1 kcal mol -1 ) opposes the observed allosteric phenomenology and favors positive rather than negative cooperativity. By contrast, the second cAMP binds CAP N with a much less favorable entropy change than the first cAMP, amounting to an entropic penalty of D(-TDS) ¼ 4 kcal mol -1 (where T is temperature). Thus, the thermodynamic basis for the observed negative cooperativity is entirely entropic in nature.
Conformational entropy change upon cAMP binding
The present findings suggest that the observed extensive changes in protein motions are the most probable source of the large difference in entropy change between the two cAMP binding steps. To assess the contribution of protein motions to the conformational entropy of the system 36,37 , we calculated changes in order parameters for the first and second cAMP binding to CAP N ( Fig. 8 and Supplementary Fig. 6 online). The order parameter, S 2 , is a measure of the amplitude of internal motions on the ps-ns timescale and may vary from S 2 ¼ 1, for a bond vector having no internal motion, to S 2 ¼ 0, for a bond vector rapidly sampling multiple orientations 28 . Binding of the first cAMP to CAP N results in small increases in S 2 , confined primarily to the binding site (Fig. 8) . In contrast, binding of the second cAMP molecule causes a widespread increase in S 2 ( Fig. 8) , indicating a global rigidification of the protein, in agreement with the J(0.87o H ) data (Fig. 5) . By converting order parameters to entropy (see Methods), we estimate that binding of the first cAMP molecule to CAP N is accompanied by a conformational entropic penalty -TDS conf1 ¼ 3.2 kcal mol -1 , whereas binding of the second cAMP molecule incurs a much higher entropic penalty, -TDS conf2 ¼ 18.1 kcal mol -1 (Fig. 8) . Note that conformational entropy estimated through order parameters should be taken as an upper-bound estimate, because the approach assumes that motions are uncorrelated 28, 32 . Thus, the extensive difference in S 2 is translated to a very large decrease in the conformational entropy of the system, amounting to -TDS conf B15 kcal mol -1 , in going from the cAMP 1 -CAP N to the cAMP 2 -CAP N state. We conclude that the calorimetrically measured entropic penalty that accompanies anticooperative cAMP binding is indeed dominated by the unfavorable conformational entropy change upon binding of the second cAMP to CAP N .
DISCUSSION
It is generally thought that changes in protein shape and bonding interactions, which are considered to primarily contribute to enthalpy, are necessary to propagate binding signals to remote sites. Nevertheless, the possibility of allosteric regulation through dynamic (entropic) mechanisms has long been recognized 8, 10, 38 . On the basis of the present data (summarized in a model depicted in Fig. 9 ) we suggest that the cooperative binding of cAMP to CAP N provides the first definitive example of a biological system wherein allosteric interactions are mediated exclusively by changes in protein motions. Study of biological systems showing negative cooperativity allows, in principle, for isolation and characterization of intermediate states.
Although few in number, crystallographic studies of such oligomeric systems have sometimes indicated that binding of the first ligand may distort the shape of the unliganded subunit, thereby rendering the binding of the second ligand more unfavorable 18, 39 . Nevertheless, other crystallographic studies have not revealed any obvious structural effect on the unfilled subunit in the intermediate complex that could account for the observed negative cooperativity 18, 40, 41 , raising the possibility that other mechanisms may act to increase the energy of the second binding step. Our NMR data show that, indeed, negative cooperativity can proceed with no conformational changes transmitted between the binding sites of the subunits.
Despite the fact that binding of cAMP to CAP N does not induce long-range structural effects in the other subunit (Fig. 2) , the motions of residues located at remote sites are clearly affected (Figs. 3 and 5) . This observation is very important, because considering solely structural information provided by chemical shift perturbation, which is a very sensitive measure of changes in the average conformation, one would erroneously conclude that the core of the unliganded subunit does not 'sense' the presence of the ligand in the other subunit. It is particularly noteworthy that, although binding of the second cAMP molecule does not perturb the chemical shift of the other subunit, the motions of almost all residues throughout both subunits are extensively suppressed. Further, despite the fact that the unliganded subunit does not alter its mean conformation upon binding of the first cAMP to CAP N (because Dd B0), it shows enhanced flexibility involving excursions into alternate conformational states.
Notably, slow and fast motions of residues located at distant regions are affected in the absence of a visible connectivity pathway. This result further undermines the mechanical view of allosteric cooperativity, wherein binding effects are assumed to propagate through a series of conformational distortions. Rather, the ligand-induced redistribution of the protein's dynamic fluctuations affects regions linked by cooperative interactions (Figs. 3 and 5) , thereby providing a means of propagating the allosteric signal to the distal site even in the absence of structural changes.
The thermodynamic basis of the observed anticooperative binding of cAMP to CAP N is entirely of entropic nature (Figs. 7 and 9) . Estimation of the conformational entropy from changes of order parameters (Fig. 8) indeed confirms that the calorimetrically measured difference in entropy between the two sequential binding steps is primarily due to alterations in protein flexibility. Despite the large unfavorable change in conformational entropy resulting from the suppression of protein motions, binding of the second cAMP is still entropy driven overall, as is the binding of the first cAMP molecule, most probably because of the large favorable solvation entropy change that accompanies the binding of hydrophobic ligands 9 . However, the larger conformational entropic penalty in the second step greatly decreases the total entropy of the system, resulting in weaker and, thus, anticooperative binding.
Earlier NMR studies have offered valuable insight into the potential role of dynamics in the function of two cooperative systems. Calcium binding to the singly calcium-liganded complex of the dimeric calbindin D 9k has been shown to result in suppression of fast motions in both subunits 15 . Despite the fact that considerable structural changes accompany binding of calcium to calbindin D 9k and that the thermodynamic basis of its cooperative binding remains unknown, these results highlight the potentially important role of protein motions. Another elegant study characterized anticooperative ligand binding to a dimeric enzyme 14 . Although the limited stability of the system did not permit the authors to measure fast motions and order parameters, they demonstrated that slow (ms-ms) timescale motions are quenched only upon binding of the second ligand 14 . Regrettably, there is currently no theory to relate these motions to the spatial amplitudes of the underlying conformational phenomena, and therefore no quantitative assessment of entropy can be made. As has been noted 8 , ms-ms dynamics are typically considered to reflect cooperative transitions between two states, implying that the contribution of these dynamic modes to the change in entropy may be very small.
In sum, the cooperative binding of cAMP to CAP N provides the first definitive example of a system wherein allosteric interactions are exclusively mediated by changes in protein motions. Therefore, the present findings provide direct support for the existence of biological systems that show purely dynamics-driven allostery. The large amount of residual entropy detected experimentally in proteins 8, 9, 42 suggests that such an allosteric mechanism may be more common than previously thought.
METHODS
Sample preparation. The His 6 -tagged CAP N domain (residues 1-138) was amplified by PCR, using as a template the pAKCRP plasmid that encodes wildtype E. coli CAP (residues 1-209), and transformed into BL21(DE3) cells. Isotopically labeled samples for NMR studies were prepared by growing the cells in M9 media in the presence of ampicillin. For the backbone assignment, a U-2 H, 15 µs-ms µs-ms µs-ms µs-ms µs-ms spectrophotometrically at 278 nm using an extinction coefficient of 36,900 M -1 cm -1 . cAMP concentration was determined spectrophotometrically at 259 nm using a molecular extinction coefficient of 14,650 M -1 cm -1 . Protein concentration for samples used for NMR studies was typically 0.4 mM. The singly (cAMP 1 -CAP N ) and doubly (cAMP 2 -CAP N ) liganded complexes were prepared by using cAMP/CAP N molar ratios of 1:1 and 2:1, respectively. The strong binding of cAMP to CAP N for both steps (K d1 ¼ 0.04 mM and K d2 ¼ 4 mM, for the first and second binding steps, respectively) and the strong negative cooperativity ensures that, at a cAMP/CAP N ratio of 1:1, one subunit of CAP N is completely saturated and the other completely empty. Similarly, at a cAMP/CAP N ratio of 2:1, both subunits are saturated, in the absence of excess of cAMP.
NMR assignment. All NMR spectra were recorded at 30 1C on a Varian 600-MHz spectrometer. Sequential assignment of the 1 H, 13 15 N NOE data were obtained by recording, in an interleaved manner, one spectrum with a 5-s recycle delay followed by a 5-s saturation and another spectrum with no saturation and a 10-s recycle delay. Representative relaxation data were recorded at three different protein concentrations (0.05, 0.4 and 1.05 mM) to exclude contributions from protein aggregation. The final relaxation data were recorded using a 0.4 mM protein sample. To characterize and quantify exchange contributions, R ex , both the rotatingframe 44 and T 2 -CPMG 27 relaxation-dispersion data were recorded. In both cases, R ex is measured independently of the presence of anisotropy and any change that ligand binding may elicit in the overall tumbling of the protein. These NMR experiments measure the excess transverse relaxation rate, R ex , caused by the exchange of nuclei between different conformations or states with different chemical shifts. The similarity of exchange rates extracted from fits of dispersion profiles on a per-residue basis (Fig. 4) supports a two-state model of exchange.
To probe fast motions that take place on the ps-ns timescale, we used the reduced spectral density mapping approach 45 , which makes no assumptions a priori regarding the molecular anisotropy or internal motions. Briefly, the relation between the relaxation rates and the spectral density function, J(o), is used to extract values of the latter, with the use of T 1 , T 2 and the crossrelaxation rate, s. Assessment of conformational entropy from order parameters. The contribution of protein motions to the conformational entropy (-TDS conf ) of cAMP binding to CAP N was estimated by measuring changes in the order parameter, S 2 , as a function of the ligation state. Because of the complex dynamics observed in the CAP system, reduced-spectral density mapping was used to calculate S 2 , as described 37, 46 . This approach has been applied successfully before in calculating the conformational entropy contribution to the association entropy of a protein-DNA complex 37 . A local overall rotational correlation time, t M , is obtained from the spectral density function as:
Once a value of t M has been determined, the amplitude of intramolecular motion of the N-H bond vector in a molecular reference frame is given by:
As shown previously, the parameter S 2 of equation (3) is a very good approximation of the square of the generalized order parameter extracted by the model-free spectral density function 37, 46, 47 . In the case of ribonuclease H, for example, S 2 values calculated from equation (3) Accurate extraction of order parameters is crucially dependent on identifying and separating the chemical-exchange contribution. In our study, this has been done by recording rotating frame and T 2 -CPMG relaxation dispersion, so the T 2 values used for obtaining J(0) have been corrected for the exchange term R ex .
Determination of exchange rates. Amide proton exchange rates were determined from the time course of the peak intensities in a series of 1 H-15 N HSQC spectra after dissolving lyophilized samples in D 2 O. The final pD was adjusted by DCl or NaOD solutions and was measured with a glass electrode at the temperature of the exchange experiment, taking into account the isotope effect: pD ¼ pH read + 0.4. Exchange rates were determined by plotting the intensities of each residue against time and fit to a first-order rate expression.
ITC experiments. Calorimetric titrations of CAP N with cAMP were performed on a VP-ITC microcalorimeter (MicroCal). Protein samples were extensively dialyzed against ITC buffer containing 50 mM potassium phosphate (pH 6.0), 500 mM KCl and 1 mM Tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP). All solutions were filtered using membrane filters (pore size 0.45 mm) and thoroughly degassed for 20 min by gentle stirring under vacuum. The 1.35-ml sample cell was filled with a 30 mM solution of protein and the 250-ml injection syringe with 0.6 mM of the titrating cAMP. The ligand solution was prepared by dissolving cAMP in the flow-through of the last buffer exchange. Each titration typically consisted of a preliminary 2-ml injection followed by 30 subsequent 8-ml injections. Data for the preliminary injection, which are affected by diffusion of the solution from and into the injection syringe during the initial equilibration period, were discarded. Binding isotherms were generated by plotting heats of reaction normalized by the modes of injectant versus the ratio of total injectant to total protein per injection. The data were fit using the sequential binding site model embedded in Origin 7.0 (Microcal).
Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Structural & Molecular Biology website.
